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• Smooth alternative to nonparametric segmented concave least squares.
• We use a differentiable approximation using smoothly mixing Cobb-Douglas anchor functions.
• Bayesian techniques organized around Markov Chain Monte Carlo.
• Approximation properties investigated with Monte Carlo experiment.
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Abstract
Estimation of banking efficiency and productivity is essential for regulatory purposes and for testing various theories in
the context of banking such as the quiet life hypothesis, the bad management hypothesis etc. In such studies it is, therefore,
important to place as few restrictions as possible on the functional forms subject to global satisfaction of the theoretical
properties relating to monotonicity and concavity. In this paper we propose an alternative to nonparametric segmented
concave least squares. We use a differentiable approximation to an arbitrary functional form based on smoothly mixing Cobb-
Douglas anchor functions over the data space. Estimation is based on Bayesian techniques organized around Markov Chain
Monte Carlo. The approximation properties of the new functional form are investigated in a Monte Carlo experiment where
the true functional form is a Symmetric Generalized McFadden. The new techniques are applied to a large U.S banking data
set as well as a global banking data set.
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The problem of estimating monotone concave (or convex) functions without imposing parametric assumptions has a long history
and is especially important in production economics. Monotonicity and curvature are standard properties of production, cost or
profit functions implied by economic theory. In practice, estimating monotone concave functions from noisy data sets has proven
to be a difficult task. Even parametric functional forms that are widely used in applied production analysis, like the translog,
often suffer from violations of monotonicity and / or curvature and imposing such restrictions is a difficult task. Even when such
restrictions are imposed, it is questionable whether the flexibility properties are still in place.
Concave Least Squares (CLS) is a non-parametric technique that has been used extensively in practice to estimate
production or utility functions, see for example Allon, Beenstock, Hackman, Passy, & Shapiro (2007), Keshvari & Kuosmanen
(2013) and Kuosmanen & Kortelainen (2012). Kuosmanen (2008) provides a quadratic programming formulation for CLS
and proofs of its properties. Keshvari (2017) proposes an ingenious formulation for the segmented concave least squares (SCLS)
problem using a novel nonparametric piecewise linear regression formulation. The SCLS estimator is defined as the CLS estimator
under a cardinality constraint on the number of linear segments and shares common properties with least squares residuals, in
particular orthogonality of errors and regressors. In addition, SCLS automatically classifies observations into different groups as
shown in a hedonic pricing application by Keshvari (2017).
In this paper we propose an alternative to SCLS. Specifically we use a smooth mixture of anchoring Cobb-Douglas
production functions to approximate the true but unknown monotone concave function in a smooth fashion. Smoothness may
be desirable in practical applications in addition to monotonicity and curvature restrictions. The new model (Smooth SCLS)
can be estimated using maximum likelihood or Bayesian techniques organized around Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We
use the Bayesian approach as standard algorithms for maximum likelihood can get stuck in local optima of the likelihood. We
validate the new approach through a Monte Carlo experiment where the true but unknown functional form is a member of the
Symmetric Generalized McFadden form (Diewert and Wales, 1987). The function is globally concave. Additionally, we provide
two applications; one to a large U.S banking data set and another on global banking.
Estimation of inefficiency, productivity, and returns to scale in banking is traditionally based on parametric models
belonging to flexible functional forms. Parametric models suffer from important drawbacks when it comes to fit in real data sets.
Different approaches to flexible functional forms have been proposed by Michaelides et al. (2010, 2015). A common problem in
flexible functional forms, is the violation of theoretical of monotonicity and curvature. There are numerical (Gallant and Golub,
1984) and Bayesian techniques (O’Donnell and Coelli, 2005) for imposing curvature conditions that can be used in practice.
However, in production it often makes sense to estimate functional forms that satisfy globally the curvature conditions dictated
by economic theory. This has been “one of the most vexing problems applied economists have encountered in estimating flexible
functional forms” (Diewert and Wales, 1987) and remains “one of the most difficult challenges faced by empirical economists”
(Terrell, 1996) as “[u]ltimately, the biggest challenge for researchers remains the issue of the appropriate production function
specification to represent the underlying process technology” (Vaneman and Triantis, 2007). In the past many authors argued













and fits the data better. However, Berger and Mester (1997) do not find significant differences in terms of efficiency.
Although the importance of functional form specification is important in all empirical fields, in banking in particular, its
importance is related to significant policy issues. It is widely thought that market power and market concentration can limit
bank efficiency and financial deepening. According to the quiet life hypothesis, banks enjoy monopoly profits at the expense
of efficiency, so more competitive banking sectors would lead to more inefficiency. However, based on the efficient structure
hypothesis, more efficient firms have lower costs, which in turn lead to higher profits. Moreover, according to the competition-
fragility hypothesis, more bank competition (less market power) results in decrease of profit margins, and reduced bank risk
taking. On the other hand, banks lagging behind in terms of efficiency are likely to have different risk characteristics as a result.
In the next section we expand more on these issues.
2 Issues in banking
There are many reasons why technical efficiency estimation is important in banking. With deregulation changes in institutional
frameworks, and increased competition adoption of “best practices” becomes all the more important (Goddard et al., 2007 and
ECB, 2003). There is a large number of studies on bank competition, bank risk and efficiency (e.g. (e.g. Boyd and De Nicolo,
2003; Cihak, Schaeck and Wolfe, 2009, Casu and Girardone, 2009). It is possible, for example, that more bank risk may signal
a deterioration in cost efficiency. Conversely, lower efficiency may force banks to take excessive risks. These arguments are
particularly relevant especially after the sub-prime crisis where excessive bank risks and non-performing loans have become a
central issue. For example, highly capitalized banks may be more efficient and less willing to take excessive risks in which case
regulations should aim at better structured capitalization.
Hughes and Mester (1998, 2009) have emphasized that capitalization and bank risk may be related to bank efficiency.
For instance, efficient banks may have more capital leverage or a more flexible risk profile while less efficient banks with low
capitalization may be prone to taking higher risk due to lost returns and moral hazard problems. For more efficient banks the
supervising authorities may also be willing to allow more flexibility and exercise less regulation. The fact that U.S bank efficiency
and capital are relevant determinants of bank risk has been shown in Berger and De Young (1997) as well as Kwan and Eisenbeis
(1997).
For European banks some authors do not find a positive relationship between inefficiency and bank risk-taking. This means
that more inefficient European banks appear more capitalized and take on less risk, see Altunbas et al., (2007) and Williams
(2004). Indirectly, this would provide some support for the quiet-life-hypothesis. Of course, there are different rationalizations
for conflicting empirical findings as there are several theories.
The “cost skimping” hypothesis assumes that there is a trade-off between cost efficiency and future risk-taking due to moral
hazard considerations. According to the “bad luck” hypothesis unexpected shocks can increase non-performing loans irrespective
of managerial effiency and /or or their risk-taking profiles. According to the The ‘moral hazard’ hypothesis there is a negative













low or banks are les efficient. Informational frictions or agency problems may aggravate these effects.
According to the “bad management” hypothesis of Berger and DeYoung (1997) and Williams (2004), inefficient banks will
have higher costs due to problematic credit monitoring and / or limited control of operating expenses. Inefficiency will precede
increases in bank risk due to credit, reputational, operational, and / or other problems.
Additional capital buffers forced by regulatory authorities may force banks to take more risk (Hellman, Murdock and
Stiglitz, 2000) but at the same time become less efficient (divert resources from quiet-life “buffer stocks”) or more efficient (to
counteract the regulatory measures). These actions relating to bank risk and efficiency are not, in general, independent as risk
profiles and efficiency are related through diversion of real resources from certain uses to others. Fiordelisi et al. (2010) in a
study of European banks summarize their findings as follows: “[L]ower efficiency scores (either cost or revenue) suggest greater
future risks and efficiency improvements tend to shore up banks’ capital positions. Our findings also emphasize the importance
of attaining long-term efficiency gains to support financial stability objectives.” (p. 24).
From a regulatory perspective the implications are clear. As efficiency causes risk -an implication of the “bad management”
and “moral hazard” hypotheses. Specifically, more efficient banks eventually have better capitalizations and better capitalization
leads to improvements in efficiency. As inefficiency also impproves risk according to the “bad management” hypothesis, better
managerial practices and a re-organization of the internal structure of the banking production may lead to less risk and, at the
same, a reduction in waste that can support better capitalization.
However, measures of efficiency tend to be sensitive to functional forms and inefficiency estimates cannot be interpreted
properly when the theoretical restrictions are not satisfied globally. A related issue is that banking productivity seems to be high
preceding the sub-prime crisis. Productivity estimates are also sensitive to the choice of functional form and can be meaningless
if the theoretical restrictions are not satisfied globally. This major problem can be solved if we can represent banking production
in a non-parametric way which enforces the restrictions globally and can provide inefficiency estimates. This difficult problem
can be solved using a differentiable approximation to an arbitrary functional form based on smoothly mixing Cobb-Douglas
anchor functions over the data space. This can be thought of as an alternative to Segmented Concave Least Squares, a technique
that we describe in the next section.
3 Segmented Concave Least Squares
Keshvari (2017) provided an ingenious nonparametric concave least squares estimator. The technique fills the gap between OLS
and CLS by estimating a concave linear function in which the number of linear segments can be controlled. Suppose we have
a response variable yi and a set of covariates xi = [xi1, ..., xim]′. The regression problem is yi = f(xi) + εi where the error has




















where F is the space of continuous and concave functions from <K to <. It is known that the fitted values of (1) are






yi = ζi + x
′
iψi + vi, i = 1, ..., n,
ζi + x
′
iψi ≤ ζj + x′jψj , j = 1, ..., n.
(2)
As Keshvari (2017) mentioned there are n regression hyperplanes but some of them may be equivalent to each other.
Hence the number of separate hyperplanes is no ≤ n. Available QP solvers handle this problem, however, since the number of
constraints is of order O(n2) and grows rapidly the solution time may be excessive or the solution process may stop prematurely







yi = ζi + x
′
iψi + vi, i = 1, ..., n,
ζi + x
′
iψi ≤ ζj + x′jψj , j = 1, ..., n,
card(Q) ≤M,
(3)
where Q = {q1, ..., qn} is the set of unique hyperplanes and the last constraint implies that they are at most M . There
are other published articles that propose methods to reduce the solution time of CLS (as it is cited in Keshvari 2017), such as
Hannah and Dunson (2013), Keshvari (2017), Lee, Johnson, Moreno-Centeno, and Kuosmanen (2013).







yi = αh + x
′
iβh + δih, i ∈ J, h ∈ K,
δih − εi ≤ 0, i ∈ J, h ∈ K,
εi − δih ≤ (1− ηih)B, i ∈ J, h ∈ K,
∑k
h=1 ηih = 1, i ∈ J,
ηih ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ J, h ∈ K,
(4)
where B is a big positive number, ηih (i ∈ J = {1, ..., n}, h ∈ K = {1, ...,M}) are binary variables. If HM = {p1, ..., pM}
is the set of hyperplanes in the optimal solution of (3) then the binary variables reveal which hyperplanes in HM are the same
with which hyperplanes in Q. A hyperplane pm is associated with a pair (αm, βm) and δih is the distance of an observation to the
hyperplane. The first constraint of (4) defines M regression hyperplanes, the next two impose concavity and the last provides














In a general setting we can use a Cobb-Douglas anchor to come up with flexible functional forms for production functions. For
x ∈ <m we can use:




provided xks are in logs for simplicity in notation and f(x;α) denotes the log of the production function. The function
exp {f(x;α)} is automatically monotonic if αj > 0, j = 0, 1, ...,K and concave provided αj < 1, j = 1, ...,K. Therefore.
monotonicity and concavity can be enforced easily. Of course, the problem is that the Cobb-Douglas functional form is not
flexible. However, it can be flexible enough locally, that is at particular regions of the data space.
Our approach to obtain a nonparametric version of (4) and adapt to different subsets of X is described next. Suppose we
have a sample {yi,xi, i = 1, ..., n} and X = {xi, i = 1, ..., n}. We write the model in the form of a usual regression:
yi = x
′
iβ + εi, i = 1, ..., n. (6)




(x′iβg) pg(xi; γg) + εi, i = 1, ..., n, (7)
where G is the number of groups in the data (analogous to M in Keshvari, 2017), βg ∈ <K (K = m+1) denotes group-





, i = 1, ..., n, g = 1, ..., G. (8)
For the error term we assume εi ∼ i.i.d.N (0, σ2) although many other alternatives are possible. In particular, we assume




exp {x′iζg} pg(xi;ψg), (9)
where ζg, ψg ∈ <K are parameters. Therefore, we assume that the variance also has the same functional form as the
regression function in (7) but the number of groups G′ can be potentially different than G. The purpose of introducing flexible
heteroskedasticity as in (9) is to reduce the approximation error which can thought of as the error in (7) and distinguish between
a systematic component that depends on the regressors and a “pure error” of approximation and / or noise.



















where δgs are parameters and λg ∈ <K (for each g = 1, ..., G). Typically, ϕ(z) = 11+exp(−z) , z ∈ <. However, Smooth
SCLS uses explicitly a Cobb-Douglas anchor to impose monotonicity and concavity whereas this is burdensome in a standard
ANN. Global approximation properties of ANNs have been established in Hornik (1991), Hornik et al. (1989) and White (1989).
Before proceeding it may be instructive to examine how the present model improves on existing alternatives. First, in
nonparametric regression the researcher adopts a model of the form: yi = ϕ(xi) + vi, i = 1, ..., n, where xi ∈ <M and, typically,
vi ∼ i.i.d.N (0, σ2). The functional form ϕ(·) is unknown but can be estimated using kernel techniques. Since ϕ(x) = E(y|x = xi)
we have ϕ(x) =
r
yp(x,y)dy
f(x) , where f(x) is the marginal density of x. Kernel regression can be implemented using the Nadaraya







, where Kh(·) is a kernel function and h is a
bandwidth parameter. The imposition of monotonicity and concavity is very hard in nonparametric estimation.
Local likelihood estimation (Tibshirani and Hastie, 1987) avoids some of these problems. In the model: yi = x′iβ + εi
where εi ∼ i.i.dN(0, σ2), i = 1, ..., n, the parameters are approximated using local polynomials. Typically, local linear estimation
is used which means that the researcher uses: β(x) = γo + Γ(x − xi), whereγo is M × 1 and Γ is M ×M . These are unknown
coefficients to be estimated.1 In local likelihood, the researcher uses the following log - likelihood function to maximize:
logL(γo,Γ) = −n2 log(2πσ2)− 12σ2
n∑
i=1
[yi − γo − Γ(x− xi)xi]2KH(x− xi), (11)
where KH(u) = |H|−1K(H−1u) is a kernel and H is a matrix bandwidth parameter which can be simplified to H = hIM ,
for some positive constant h and K(u) = [K1(u), ...,KM (u)]′. The local likelihood must be maximized for each observation





uu′K(u)du = cIM for some c >0. If the parameters in Γ guarantee the imposition of monotonicity and concavity, local
likelihood methods have excellent properties as shown in Kumbhakar et al. (2007) but they are computationally expensive if the
sample size is (n) is large. In addition, cross-validation must be used to determine h which increases further the computational
burden.
To avoid such expensive optimizations the kernel function is made part of the functional form as in (8) when used in (7).
Of course in (8) a parametric form is used instead of a kernel. However, the model is effectively semi-parametric as the number
of terms G or G′ increases and arbitrary functional forms can be approximated arbitrarily well. Whether the approximation
is useful, is a question that we take up in section 5 through a Monte Carlo experiment. By “useful” we mean whether the
number of terms G or G′ is not excessively large in order for the method to be feasible in the case where xi is high-dimensional.
Additionally, the model does not need cross-validation to determine bandwidth parameters and, in fact, a single optimization is
needed to determine all its parameters (for given values of G or G′ ).
Another approach is the Smoothly Mixing Regression (SMR) concept which has been introduced in Geweke and Keane
(2007). The method has been explored further, in the context of production analysis, in Tsionas (2017). The SMR ap-
proach assumes a normal mixture of the form: yi = x′iβg + εi,g, i = 1, ..., n where g ∈ {1, ..., Ḡ} denotes the group,













εi,g ∼ N (0, σ2g(xi; γ1)), i = 1, ..., n and the probability of each group is parametrized as pi,g = pi,g(xi; γ2) where γ1 and γ2





. The model proposed here is clearly
simpler as (i) the number of parameters is, in principle, lower, and (ii) we do not adopt a mixture formulation. In fact, imposing




iβg is not easy as the xis are involved in
the mixing probabilities. From this point of view, the model proposed here is much easier to handle in terms of estimation and,
of course, in imposing monotonicity and concavity.
5 Estimation


































where θ ∈ Θ ⊆ <d is the entire parameter vector and Y denotes the data. Although it is possible to maximize the
likelihood (for given values of G and G′ ) using standard numerical techniques, there is always the problem to get stuck at a
local maximum. A useful alternative is to follow a Bayesian approach which can explore thoroughly the likelihood of the model
and avoid such problems. We use a flat prior for all parameters:
p(θ) ∝ const. (13)




where pjs are free parameters. To implement the
Bayesian approach we make use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) which delivers samples
{
θ(s), s = 1, ., .., S
}
that converge
in distribution to the posterior:
pG,G′(θ|Y) ∝ LG,G′(θ;Y) · p(θ). (14)





LG,G′(θ;Y) · p(θ)dθ. (15)
Computation of the marginal likelihood is complicated by the fact that it relies on computation of a multivariate integral.
Our MCMC techniques and computation of the marginal likelihood are discussed in the Technical Appendix.
6 Monte Carlo
To decide whether the model is useful in approximating functional forms we use a Monte Carlo experiment. There are m = 5













5,000) and the error εi ∼ i.i.d.N (0, σ2). To determine reasonable values for σ we first set σ = 0 and compute the yi values as
detailed below. Suppose the sample variance of these values is s2y = n−1
∑n
i=1 (yi − ȳ)
2. In turn, we set σ = hsy for h=0.1, 0.5
and 1.





+ εi, i = 1, ..., n, (16)
where a ∈ <m, B is a symmetric negative definite matrix and c ∈ <m is a vector whose elements are equal to one. We set
αj = m
−1, j = 1, ...,m and we generated the elements of B from B = −L′L where L is a lower triangular matrix whose elements
are set to standard normal random numbers. The SGM is automatically linearly homogeneous in xi, and globally concave. In









c > 0m. (17)
We enforce these restrictions by rejection at each data point X = Xi. If the SGM in (16) is, in fact, a profit function then
the derivatives in (17) provide the input and output demand functions provided X contains input and output prices. We are
interested in the approximation of the functional form (16) and its derivatives (17). To make the results interpretable we use
the fact that we are often interested in the log of the function, ln f(X) and its elasticities, ∂ ln f(X)∂ lnXj . Although the imposition of





Xj,i (j = 1, 2). Then the restrictions in (17) can be enforced only at the four points: A1(X1, X2), A2(X1, X̄2),
A3(X̄1, X2) and A4(X̄1, X̄2). With five inputs this is still somewhat expensive so we follow another strategy: We impose the
restrictions at X, X̄ and the sampling average, that is at only three points. Then we impose the restrictions in (17) using
rejection. This strategy resulted in a vast increase of the acceptance rate requiring, on the average, 10 rejections per acceptance.
We implement MCMC using S =15,000 iterations the first 5,000 of which are discarded to mitigate potential start up
effects. We use 50 different MCMC chains of the same length (15,000) starting from widely differing initial conditions generated
from a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix V = h2Id where d is the dimensionality of the parameter
vector θ and h = 100. We report our results in Table 1. The table reports root mean absolute errors (RMSE) between the actual









fi = f(xi) is the actual function of the function or its derivatives and f̂i = f̂(xi) is the estimated function of the function or its
derivatives. In the column headed “average (G,G′)” we report the average (across Monte Carlo simulations) numbers of groups
for the function (G), see (7)-(8) and the variance of the error term, see (9).
The results from the Monte Carlo approach are quite favorable to the new approach. In fact, with a small number of
terms G and G′ the approximation properties are excellent and improve as the sample size increases. In fact, RMSEs scale
approximately as the square of sample size. As noise (σ) increases, of course, RMSEs increase as well being lowest when σ =0.1.
Other values of σ were examined and RMSEs behave as expected but the results are omitted in the interest of space.













Table 1: Monte Carlo results
approximation error (%) average
(G,G′)










n =100 2.31 1.44 1.80 2.55 2.80 1.77 (2, 1)
n =500 0.91 0.58 0.71 1.01 1.11 0.70 (2, 1)
n =1,000 0.63 0.39 0.51 0.72 0.75 0.49 (3, 2)
n =5,000 0.29 0.16 0.24 0.32 0.35 0.22 (3, 2)
σ =0.5
n =100 1.45 0.97 0.82 0.90 1.04 1.03 (2, 1)
n =500 0.56 0.38 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.40 (2, 1)
n =1,000 0.39 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.28 0.31 (2, 1)
n =5,000 0.18 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.12 (2, 1)
σ =0.1
n =100 0.43 0.71 0.54 0.43 0.48 0.52 (3, 2)
n =500 0.17 0.29 0.21 0.16 0.17 0.20 (3, 1)
n =1,000 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.13 (3, 1)
n =5,000 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.08 (3, 1)
7 Empirical application to U.S banking
As an empirical application we use the same data as in Malikov, Kumbhakar and Tsionas (2016). The data are from large
American commercial banks through the period 2001–2010. There is an unbalanced panel with 2,397 bank-year observations for
285 large commercial banks whose total assets exceed one billion dollars (in 2005 dollars). The data come from Call Reports of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. For detailed description of the data construction, see Section 5 of Malikov, Kumbhakar
and Tsionas (2016) and the Appendix of Malikov, Restrepo-Tobon and Kumbhakar (2015).
We have five outputs (Y1= Consumer Loans, Y2= Real Estate Loans,Y3= Commercial & Industrial Loans,Y4= Securities,
Y5= Off-Balance Sheet Activities Income). These are all in thousands of 2005 real U.S dollars. five inputs (X1= Labor, number of
full-time Employees, X2= Physical Capital (Fixed Assets) , X3= Purchased Funds, X4= Interest-Bearing Transaction Accounts
, X5= Non-transaction Accounts) and their prices. Variables X2, X3, X4, and X5 are expressed in thousands of 2005 U.S
dollars.Capital letters denote levels and lower case denotes logs.
Since we have multiple outputs we cannot use a single production function. Instead we use an input distance function
representation of the production technology3. The input distance function is defined as:
DI(X,Y ) = max
{
λ : λ−1X ∈ L(Y )
}
, (18)
where L(Y ) = {(X,Y ) : X is feasible given Y } in the input set. The input distance function must be increasing and
linearly homogeneous in X, decreasing in Y , and concave in X (Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000, p. 30). Feasible input - output
3Both input-oriented and output-oriented distance functions are valid representations of the technology. To choose among them we have to think
about the behavior of banks. If they are cost-minimizing then inputs are endogenous while outputs as taken as predetermined. An output-oriented
distance function would be consistent with revenue-maximizing behavior where inputs are taken as given and outputs are choice variable and, therefore,













vectors are those for which DI(X,Y ) ≥ 1. Technical efficiency is defined as: E(X,Y ) = min {ϑ : DI(ϑX, Y ) ≥ 1}. Therefore,
E(X,Y ) = DI(X,Y )−1. Econometric implementation of the input distance function relies on the following representation:
logDI(x1,it, ..., x5,it, y1,it, ..., y5,it, Tit) = vit + uit, i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T, (19)
where uit ≥ 0 is a non-negative error term representing technical inefficiency in production, Tit = t is a time trend and
xit, yit are in log terms to simplify notation. To maintain linear homogeneity with respect to xit the Cobb-Douglas exponents
corresponding to the inputs are restricted to be positive and have unit sum. The Cobb-Douglas exponents corresponding to the
outputs are are constrained to be negative to preserve monotonicity of the input distance function . For estimation of technical
inefficiency we follow the Cornwell, Schmidt and Sickles (1990, CSS) approach. The CSS approach parametrizes technical
inefficiency as follows:
uit = ai + bit+ cit
2, i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T, (20)
that is, we have a quadratic function of trend with bank - specific coefficients. Once the parameters have been estimated,
technical inefficiency is estimated as:




ûit = âi + b̂it+ ĉit
2, i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T. (22)
For the translog as well as the Smooth SCLS, the input distance function is expressed directly in log terms. Therefore,
we can write the input distance function in (19) as follows:
logDI(xit,yit, Tit) = vit + uit ⇐⇒ x1,it = F (x∗(−1),it,yit, Tit) + vit + uit, (23)
where x∗(−1),it = [x2,it − x1,it, ..., x5,it − x1,it]′, yit = [y1,it, ..., y5,it]′ and F (·) is a functional form. Solving with respect
to x1,it is possible because of linear homogeneity of the input distance function with respect to inputs. In turn, we define
input elasticities ∂logDI(xit,yit,Tit)∂ log xj,it ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., 5, output elasticities
∂logDI(xit,yit,Tit)
∂ log ym,it






, and technical change TCit = −∂logDI(xit,yit,Tit)∂ log Tit . Finally, we define productivity growth as
PGit = TCit + ECit, where efficiency change is computed as ECit = ũit − ũi,t−1.
With the SGM functional form we have the problem that it is defined in levels rather than in logs. For econometric
implementation let Zit = [X′it,Y′it]′ so that (16) can be written as follows:








′ZitTit + vit + uit, i = 1, ..., n, t = 1, ..., T. (24)













We summarize our results in graphical form. In Figure 1 we report sample densities of input elasticities (upper panel) and
output elasticities (bottom panel). Input elasticities (and also returns to scale, technical scale, inefficiency etc) are functions of
both the data and the parameters. First, elasticities are computed for all observations in the sample and all parameter draws.
In turn, they are averaged across parameter draws to account for parameter uncertainty, resulting in posterior mean estimates.
Finally, the kernel density across all observations is presented. As expected, input elasticities are positive and output elasticities
are negative. In Figure 2 we report returns to scale from the Smooth SCLS, as well as corresponding results from a translog and
an SGM input distance function. Returns to scale estimates from the translog and the SGM are much lower compared to those
delivered by the Smooth SCLS -which is evidence that the approximation properties of the former are inferior.
In Figure 3 we report sample densities for technical change (TCit) defined as the derivative of the input distance function
with respect to trend. Estimates from the Smooth SCLS and the translog suggest that technical change averages almost 1% per
year and ranges from -3% to 4% in the Smooth SCLS compared to -1% to 3% for the translog. For the SGM technical change
averages -1% and ranges from -3% to 2.5%. The sample densities of TC estimates are, of course, quite different.
In Figure 4 we report sample densities for technical inefficiency (ũit) computed using the CSS approach in (20) - (22).
Inefficienmcy estimates are close to 15% for the Smooth SCLS but close to 20-25% on the average from translog and the SGM;
a fact that has to do with the approximation properties of the latter.
Finally, in Figure 5 reported are sample densities of productivity growth (PG). Estimates from the Smooth SCLS suggest
that PG averages close to zero and is likely to be close to zero for most banks in the sample. On the contrary, estimates from
SGM and the translog suggest that there is positive productivity growth of, approximately, 2-2.5% on the average and ranging
from 1% to 3.7% although the SGM delivers productivity estimates that have larger spread compared to the translog and the
Smooth SCLS. These results imply that for important functions of interest, like productivity growth, Smooth SCLS delivers
completely different estimates compared to the translog and the SGM. As in Smooth SCLS, productivity growth is close to zero
but technical change is not, it must be the case that efficiency change has been, in fact, an important determinant. According to
the translog and the SGM, productivity growth is estimated to be at an unrealistic 2.5%. This is hard to believe as there are no
channels to feed the productivity growth in banking given that ATM and electronic technologies have exhausted long ago their
positive effects. See for example Brissimis et al. (2009), Casu et al. (2016), Kenjegalieva et al. (2009), Kevork et al. (2017)),
Tzeremes (2017), and Tsionas and Mamatzakis (2017) .
It is perhaps, surprising, that productivity growth is so different in Smooth SCLS relative to the parametric alternatives
(translog and Symmetric Generalized McFadden). To examine this issue further we use another data set that has been used
before in Tsionas and Mamatzakis (2017). It is an unbalanced panel that includes 17,399 observations for 31 advanced countries,
7,130 observations for 35 emerging countries, and 2,471 observations for 40 developing countries for the period 2000 - 2013.
Bank-specific financial variables are obtained from Bankscope and country-level variables are collected from the World Bank
Indicators database. We have three bank outputs: net loans (y1), other earning assets (y2), and off balance sheet items (y3).
There are three inputs: funds (x1) which is total customer deposits; physical capital (x2) defined as fixed assets; and labor (x3).












TFigure 1: Sample densities of posterior mean input elasticities




































































TFigure 2: Sample densities of returns to scale

































TFigure 3: Sample densities of posterior mean technical change
































TFigure 4: Sample densities of posterior mean technical inefficiency
































TFigure 5: Sample densities of posterior mean productivity growth
































Figure 6: Sample distributions of productivity growth (global sample)























































and local maximum likelihood techniques in their empirical application. Here, we use an input distance function so the results
are not directly comparable although we can compare Smooth SCLS with the parametric alternatives.
As our interest focuses on productivity growth we omit estimation details for input elasticities, returns to scale and
inefficiency (which are available on request). Sample distributions of productivity growth are reported in Figure 6.
The distributions are, again, different but apparently less so compared to the U.S sample. The question that we want to
address is whether differences between Smooth SCLS and the parametric models can be explained systematically by country -
specific variables. If this is so then we can argue that Smooth SCLS captures aspects of the data that cannot be captured by the
parametric models (notice that Smooth SCLS is non - parametric). We use the same country - specific variables as in Tsionas and
Mamatzakis (2017, Table 6, p. 648). The dependent variables are productivity growth from SCLS minus productivity growth
from translog (DTL) and productivity growth from SCLS minus productivity growth from the Symmetric Generalized McFadden
(DSGM). We include country effects, time effects and bank fixed effects in our regressions which are estimated using standard
















































adjusted R2 0.112 0.053
The empirical results are reported in Table 2 (t-statistics are reported in parentheses).
Differences of productivity growth between the Smooth SCLS and the translog seem to be explained by a number of
variables including non-interest income, securities, per capita GDP, inflation, market size and a quadratic function of time trend.
Therefore, these differences are systematic. For the Symmetric Generalized McFadden we fail to find really strong evidence to
explain the differences, with the exception of per capita GDP which is marginally significant (t-statistic is 1.731). Ojn the other
hand country effects, bank effects and time effects are statistically significant (p-values < 0.001 in three all cases).
From these results it turns out that the differences relative to translog can be explained by a number of variables but this
is not so for the differences from Symmetric Generalized McFadden. This is reasonable in view of the fact that the former is
a local second - order approximation to the unknown functional form at the means of the data, whereas the latter is a global
approximation. A global approximation is expected to perform better when compared to a non-parametric specification like the
Smooth SCLS. A better approximation does not imply, however, that the results will be the same as we find important differences
of productivity growth that can be attributed to country effects, bank effects and time effects. It is difficult to say where these
differences arise from in the case of the Symmetric Generalized McFadden although in the case of the translog it is clear that
we have misspecification as both country-specific and bank-specific variables are responsible for the differences at least to some
extent. Based on the empirical results in Table 2, higher non-interest income, securities, inflation, population density and market
size contribute to higher productivity growth in the Smooth SCLS relative to the translog. On the other hand higher per capita
GDP contributes to lower productivity growth implying that it systematically overstates productivity growth in economies with
lower per capital GDP. It also understates productivity growth in economies with higher non-interest income, securities, inflation,
population density and market size. For the Symmetric Generalized McFadden we cannot have such statements as none of the













which implies that (i) either the differences are due to wrong specification of the functional form in the parametric alternatives, or
(ii) there are structural differences beyond those predicted by econometric specifications but are related to the allocation of credit
in different economies. One cannot exclude the possibility that both factors are at work. Relative to the second explanation there
is some evidence that credit distortions explain productivity differences between the core and periphery in Europe (Hassan et al.,
2017, see also Gopinath et al., 2015). Hartmann et al. (2007) also provide an interesting explanation by developing indicators
of different aspects of the financial system related to size, innovation, complete markets, transparency, corporate governance,
regulation, and competition. Hassan et al. (2017) focus on complete versus incomplete markets to make the point that credit
constraints in the European periphery are responsible for incomplete markets and therefore lower productivity.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we provide a semi-parametric alternative to the segmented concave least squares procedure (SCLS) of Keshvari
(2017). The method avoids expensive optimizations and relies instead on straightforward estimation by maximum likelihood or
Bayesian techniques using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We implement an efficient MCMC scheme that uses second-
derivative information from the log posterior. The model is a smooth mixture of anchor Cobb-Douglas production, cost or
distance functions. Smoothness is often a desirable property besides monotonicity and curvature but cannot be delivered by
SCLS. We show that the new techniques perform well in Monte Carlo studies where the data generating process is the Symmetric
Generalized McFadden functional form. Given the good performance of the new method in the Monte Carlo study we take up an
empirical application to US banking where the results are compared to those from translog as well as a Symmetric Generalized
McFadden input distance function. Given the productivity growth differences between our Smooth SCLS and the parametric
alternatives, we examine the three models using a global banking data set. It turns out that the differences are still systematic
in the case of the translog as they depend on country and bank specific variables. In the case of the Symmetric Generalized
McFadden the differences cannot be attributed to these variables although bank, country and time effects are still significant in
explaining these differences.
As the Smooth SCLS model proposed here is non-parametric one can attribute these banking productivity growth dif-
ferences to the specification of the functional form. Although this is possible it would be interesting to examine the relative
performance of the three methods in other banking contexts as it seems that productivity differences can be attributed to size,
innovation, complete markets, transparency, corporate governance, regulation, and competition (Hartmann et al., 2007). As we
do not have data on such indicators the issue is left necessarily for future research. Another possibility that could be examined in
future research is the choice of anchoring functions in SCLS or Smooth SCLS. Here we have used loglinear anchoring functions as
it is easy to impose curvature. Another alternative is the use of Symmetric Generalized McFadden anchors which also preserve
curvature under parameter restrictions independently of the data. It remains to be seen how technical difficulties associated with
the Symmetric Generalized McFadden can be resolved and whether it is worth trying more complicated anchoring functions.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX. Inference and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
To explore the posterior we use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. Specifically we use the Girolami and Calderhead
(2011, GC) Riemannian manifold Hamiltonian MCMC. The algorithm uses local information about both the gradient and the
Hessian of the log-posterior conditional of parameter vector θ ∈ Θ ⊆ <d at the existing draw. Suppose L (θ) = log p (θ|Y) is
used to denote for simplicity the log posterior of θ. Moreover, define:
G (θ) = est.cov ∂∂θ log p (Y|θ) , (A.1)
the empirical counterpart of
Go (θ) = −EY|θ ∂
2
∂θ∂θ′ log p (Y|θ) . (A.2)
The Langevin diffusion is given by the following stochastic differential equation:
dθ (t) = 12∇̃θL {θ (t)} dt+ dB (t) , (A.3)
where
∇̃θL {θ (t)} = −G−1 {θ (t)} · ∇̃θL {θ (t)} , (A.4)
is the so called “natural gradient” of the Riemann manifold generated by the log posterior. The elements of the Brownian motion
are











G {θ (t)}dB (t)
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To compute the marginal likelihood,M(Y) =
∫
Θ
L(θ;Y)p(θ)dθ, we use the well known identity:
M(Y) = L(θ;Y)p(θ)
p(θ|Y) , ∀θ ∈ Θ, (A.9)
which holds for all parameter vectors in Θ. Therefore, if θ̄ ∈ Θ and is, say, the posterior mean we have:
M(Y) = L(θ̄;Y)p(θ̄)
p(θ̄|Y) . (A.10)
The numerator can be computed easily. The denominator is not known but can be approximated using a multivariate









. Then it is easy to see that:
M(Y) = (2π)d/2|V̄ |1/2L(θ̄;Y)p(θ̄). (A.11)
This technique is known as the Laplace approximation, see DiCiccio et al. (1997). Two additional things are of importance.
First, how the MCMC scheme works in terms of autocorrelation and, second, how sensitive are MCMC results to initial conditions.
High autocorrelation prevents MCMC from thorough exploration of the posterior whereas sensitivity to initial conditions would
indicate that the posterior is multimodal and autocorrelation has a destructive effect or exploring the posterior. As we have a







acf plots are available on request along with other convergence diagnostics which show that MCMC chains converge well in a
relatively low number of iterations which is expect as the GC algorithm uses information from the Hessian of the log posterior.
To examine sensitivity to different initial conditions we generate random initial conditions from a multivariate normal centered at
zero with covariance h2Id where h =100. Posterior means are computed discarding the first 5,000 iterations and the percentage
differences for all parameters jointly are presented in Figure A.2.












TFigure A.1: Sensitivity of posterior means to 1,000 randomly generated initial conditions
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TFigure A.2: Autocorrelation function for ||θ|| = (∑dj=1 θ2j)1/2
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